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§1. Introduction 
The AI-particle relativistic Calogero-1\foser system involves the commuting 
analytic difference operators 
(1.1) s±k = L IT f =t=(X; - Xj). exp (-,:i!:__ L Oz) . 
m.c 
/C{l .... ,M} iEI lEI 
IIl=k Jrtl 
Ilf±(x;-Xj), k=l, ... ,M, 
iE/ 
NI 
where the 'potential functions' J±(x) are given by 
(1.2) f±(x) =. (O"(x ± ig/mc)/O"(x)) 1l 2 , 
with O"(x) the Weierstrass O"-function. Specifically, the time and space transla-
tion generators are the Hamiltonian and total momentum operator 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
Hrel :=mc2 (S1 + S-1), 
Pre1 = mc(S1 - S_ 1), 





give rise to a representation of the Lie algebra of the Poincare group, 
The nonrelativistic limit c --+ oo yields 
( 1.7) 
where Hnr is the nonrelativistic Calogero-Moser Hamiltonian, 
(1.8) H =-!!__~,,2+g(g-!i) ~ nr - 2m ~ uJ m ~ g::i(Xj - Xk), 
j=l 15,J<k:SM 
with p(x) the Weierstrass g::i-function. Moreover, one readily verifies 
(1.9) 
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Obviously, the resulting Galilei group Lie algebra representation 
(1.10) [Hnn Pnr] = 0, [Hnn BJ = iliPnr 1 [Pnr, B] = iliMm, 
is satisfied when g::i(x) is replaced by an arbitrary potential V(x). By contrast, 
the replacement of the a-function in (1.2) by other functions would yield a 
non-zero commutator for Hrel and Prel when Af > 2, precluding a relativistic 
interpretation. 
The integrable one-dimensional M-particle systems just described were 
introduced at the classical level in a joint paper with H. Schneider [1] and at the 
quantum level in our paper Ref. [2]. The main inspiration for arriving at these 
systems came from the question whether a relativistic point particle dynamics 
describing the solitons/ antisolitons/breathers in the relativistic sine-Gordon 
field theory exists. There is meanwhile considerable evidence that this problem 
can be solved via the above hyperbolic systems (obtained by specializing a to 
sinh), and the present paper yields in particular a further confirmation of this 
scenario. 
Both the classical and the quantum relativistic systems have been en-
countered in various other contexts and have been studied from a great many 
viewpoints. We refer to our lecture notes Ref. [3] for a detailed survey and 
bibliographical information until 1995. ]\fore recent work includes for example 
Refs. [4]-[44], from which further pertinent articles can be traced. 
This paper may be viewed as a sequel to our recent paper [45], where we 
studied eigenfunctions of the above (reduced) two-particle Hamiltonian with 
hyperbolic interactions. In the latter paper we focused on properties of an 
algebraic character. Here, we consider Hilbert space properties of the pertinent 
eigenfunctions and operators for a subset of the parameter space allowed in 
Ref. [45]. Apart from the repulsive parameter regime, we study a closely related 
attractive regime, and an extra (Dirac type) regime that has no analog in the 
nonrelativistic setting. 
To begin with the latter setting, the repulsive and attractive Hamiltonians 
can be taken to be 
(1.11) H(nr) = _l (-n? d2 +g(g-li)v2) 
r - 2m dx2 sh2(vx) , 
(1.12) H(nr) = _l (-/i2 d2 - g(g - li)v2). 
a - 2m dx2 ch2(vx) 
Thus they are related by the crossing substitution x--+ x + in/2v. Choosing 
g E !i.N, one winds up with reflectionless eigenfunctions, and in this paper 
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we restrict ourselves to the corresponding choice of coupling constants in the 
relativistic framework. 
Specifically, the three Hamiltonians are the analytic difference operators 
(from now on abbreviated as A6.0s) 
(1.13) H = ( shv(x - ig/3)) 112 rx ( shv( x + ig/3)) l/2 (.. - ") r - ili/3 + l --+ l , 
shvx shvx 
(1.14) Ha= (chv(x-ig/3)) 112 T{ (chv(x+igf3)) 112 + (i-+ -i), 
clwx h/3 chvx 
(1.15) He = (chv(x - igf3)) 112 Tx . (chv(x + ig/3)) 112 _ (i --+ -i). 
chvx ' 1113 chvx 
(Here and below, a formula of the form F(i)±(i--+ -i) stands for F(i)±F(-i).) 
The parameters are restricted by 
(1.16) ll.,B=:l/mc,vE(O,oo), g/n=N+lEN*, 
and T± 11113 are the translation operators defined by 
( 1.17) 
Therefore, H,1 is again related to H,. by taking x --+ x + irr /2v, whereas the 
relation of He to H,. will be clarified later on. 
The operators H,., Ha and He are formally self-adjoint on the Hilbert space 
L2 (R., dx). As will transpire below, this formal property is a poor guide. Indeed, 
an important aspect of this paper is that it makes clear (by explicit examples) 
that a general eigenfunction expansion theory for analytic difference operators 
must cope with new phenomena not present for discrete difference and differen-
tial operators. To date, no such theory exists, in contrast to the Weyl-Kodaira-
Titchmarsh theory for the latter operator classes. (See, e.g., Refs. [46]-[51] 
for accounts of \VKT theory from various complementary viewpoints.) The 
special cases studied here and in our related papers Refs. [52, 53] suggest that 
one should first of all try and isolate some general criteria guaranteeing that a 
well-behaved eigenfunction transform exists. 
The key problem with eigenfunctions of A6.0s such as (1.13)--(1.15) is 
that they are highly non-unique. Indeed, they can be multiplied by arbitrary 
functions with period ih/3. This problem can be ignored for A6.0s that can 
be defined as self-adjoint Hilbert space operators by restricting attention to 
eigenfunctions that are (in essence) polynomials-a property destroyed upon 
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multiplication by a non-constant i/i,8-periodic function. But for the above hy-
perbolic AAOs this avenue is closed. (Their trigonometric versions, however, 
can be handled in terms of Askey-Wilson polynomials.) 
As it turns out, the infinite-dimensional eigenfunction space of the AD.Os 
Hr, Ha and He can be reduced to a two-dimensional one by insisting on an 
additional eigenfunction property for an AAO in their (formal) commutant. 
For the g = (N + l)/i case considered in this paper this operator may be taken 
to be the 'free' AAO 
(1.18) A -Tx Tx = i7r/v + -i7r/v• 
It is these joint eigenfunctions that can be used to associate to Hr, Ha and 
He, as well as to A, bona fide self-adjoint Hilbert space operators. The latter 
are denoted by the same symbols, but it should be stressed that the Hilbert 
space operator A depends not only on the case at hand, but also on f3 and N. 
This dependence shows up in the associated S-operator; the crux is that the 
definition domain of A varies. 
To describe these Hilbert space results in more detail, let us denote from 
now on the even and odd subspaces of L2 (JR) by Li(JR) and L:(R), resp. Then 
we obtain self-adjoint operators on the following Hilbert spaces, provided the 
dimensionless product parameter 
(1.19) a = li/3v E (0, oo) 
is restricted as indicated: 
(1.20) L:_(JR,dx), a E (0,7r/N), (Hr), 
(1.21) 
To be specific, we obtain an isometric eigenfunction transform 
( 1.22) :Fr.- : L:_(JR,dp)-+ L:_(JR,dx) 
onto L:_ (ffi., dx), conjugating Hr and A to multiplication by 2ch,Bp and 2chrrp/rw, 
resp. Similarly, we obtain isometric eigenfunction transforms 
(1.23) :F8 : L2(1R, dp) -+ L2 (JR, dx), s =a, e, 
conjugating A to multiplication by 2ch7rp//iv, and Ha and He to multiplication 
by 2ch/3p and 2sh/3p, resp. (Note Hr and Ha formally commute with parity, 
whereas He anticomnmtes.) The operator Fe maps onto £2 (JR, dx), while the 
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range of Fa equals the orthocomplement of N pairwise orthogonal bound states 
with eigenvalues 
(1.24) 2cos(ka), k=l, ... ,N, (Ha-eigenvalues), 
and corresponding parity (-)N-k. 
At this point it should be emphasized once again that the domains and 
actions of the self-adjoint Hilbert space operators we associate to the A.6.0s 
Hr,Ha,He and A are defined indirectly, via the isometries Fr.-, Fa and Fe. 
This is in sharp contrast to the situation for ordinary differential and discrete 
difference operators, where one typically defines the operator at first as a sym-
metric operator on a dense subspace, and then studies eventual self-adjoint 
extensions. The examples studied here and in our previous paper [52] strongly 
suggest that the latter approach is not as fruitful and revealing in the A.6.0 set-
ting. In particular, our results illustrate in a quite concrete way that the 'free' 
A.6.0 A (1.18) can be defined as an essentially self-adjoint operator with the 
natural (A.6.0) action on an infinite-dimensional family of dense subspaces, 
whose pairwise intersection is the zero vector. (Cf. especially the paragraph 
above Theorem 2.2.) 
The above 'constructive' results are supplemented by a number of 'de-
structive' ones. In particular, we prove that in the repulsive case isometry 
and self-adjointness break down on L~ (JR, dx) for generic a E (0, oo) and on 
L~ (JR, dx) for generic a outside (0, rr / N). Similarly, these anomalies are shown 
to arise in the attractive and extra cases for generic a in [rr/2N, oo). The isom-
etry obstructions are encoded in finite-dimensional subspaces whose dimension 
(generically) increases as a increases. 
We proceed by detailing the pertinent eigenfunctions and some of their 
features. As a preliminary, we introduce weight functions 
( 1.25) 
(1.26) 
w.(y) = (Il 4sh(y + ija)sh(y - ija) )-" 
Wc(Y) = (fr 4ch(y + ija)ch(y - ija))-l 
J=l 
These functions can be used to conjugate the A.6.0s (1.13)-(1.15) to A.6.0s 
with meromorphic coefficients. Specifically, one has 
(1.27) B - ( )-1/2H ( )1;2 sh(vx + iNa) x . . r = Ws llX rW8 !IX = Tn,{1 + (i-+ -i) 
shvx i ' 
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(l.28) _ ( )-1/2 ( )l/2 ch(vx + iNa) x . . Ba =We VX Hawe VX = h Tifi(3 + (i -7 -i), 
c vx 
(1.29) _ ( -1;2 ( )1/2 ch(vx + iNa) x . . Be =We vx) HeWc vx = h Tifi(3 - (i -7 -z), 
c vx 
as is readily checked. The same similarity transformations on A (1.18) yield 
(1.30) 
(To appreciate how the factor (- )N arises, take x -7 ±oo.) 




F,.(v,/3;x,p) = w8 (vx) 112Er(v,/3;x,p)w8 (;3p) 112, 
Fa(v, /3; x,p) = Wc(vx) 112 Ea(v, /3; x,p)w8 (;3p) 112, 
F,., (v, /3; X, p) =: Wc(vx) 112 Ee(v, /3; x, p)wc(f3p) 112, 
where the entire B,.-eigenfunctions E8 , s = r, a, e, are of the form 
( 1.34) 
N 
( 1.35) p(sl(y ~) = '"" c<•l YN-2m ~N-2n , ..., - L-- 1n11 .... • 
m.n=O 
The numbers c);;/, are Laurent polynomials in the phase 
( 1.36) q = exp(ia), a= li/3v, 
with coefficients in N after multiplication by (- )m+niN: 
(1.37) C(r) = (-)m+n(-i)NqN(N+l)f2c m.n - ni 
(1.38) 
15,k1<-·«k,,,5,N 
-N::;l1< .. ·<l,.5,N 
li~{-N+m ...... m} 
-2{k1 + .. +km) q . 
-2(11+ .. ·+l,.) q , 
(Here, empty sums are defined to be l; note Cm is in essence a· q-binomial 
coefficient, cf. Ref. [54].) Moreover, 
(1.39) c(al = (-) 111 c(r) m, n = 0, ... , N, nin - mn.' 
(1.40) c(e) = (-)m+nc(r) m, n = 0, ... 'N. m.n - 11in' 
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The connection of the functions E,, s = a, e, to the function Er 
follows from ( 1.39) and ( 1.40). resp.: \Ye have 
( 1.41) . ,...,. ( np ) ( irr ) Ea(v.3;.r,p) = (-1)' exp 2hv E,. v,/];:r+ 2v,p ' 
( 1.42) 
readily 
The repulsive eigenfunctions were already detailed in Ref. [55] and studied in 
Ref. [45]. (The dimensionless variable pair (x,p) and parameters a+,a_,g of 
the latter reference correspond to ( s, t) = (vx, (3p) and h,Bv, 7r, g/fi, resp., in the 
present paper.) 
The above eigenfunctions have some crucial symmetry properties, which 
are equivalent to symmetries of the coefficients c~~~. Specifically, the repulsive 
coefficients satisfy ( cf. Section II in Ref. [45]) 
( 1.43) 
(1.44) 
so that one has 
( 1.45) 
( 1.46) 
(r) _ (r) 
_-(r) 
Cmn - CN-m.N-n - CN-1>1.11' 
G,.(v, /3; x,p) = G,.(v, ,8; -x, -p) = G,.(v, /3; -x,p), 
G = E, F, :r,p E ][{, 
Gr(v,f];x,p) = Gr(/3,v;p,x), G = E,F. 
From (1.39) and (1.40) we then obtain corresponding symmetries of G" and 
G,., and in particular 
(1.47) Ge(v. J;J:,p) = Gr(f3,v;p,:r), G = E,F. 
The symmetries (1.46) and (1.47) are particularly striking and useful. Indeed. 
from these self-duality relations important properties of the adjoint eigenfunc-
tion transforms will be immediate. 
\Ve continue by sketching the organization of this paper in some detail. 
In Section 2 we work in a general framework that will be specialized to the 
above three cases in Sections 3--5. The functional-analytic core of Section 2 
(and of the paper) consists of Theorems 2.1-2.3, whose proofs are relegated to 
Appendix A. 
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In Section 2 we work with scaled (dimensionless) variables and make var-
ious assumptions that will be shown to be (generically) satisfied in each of the 
three cases. Actually, we have tried to anticipate its application to a great 
many special cases of the transforms associated with the generalized hyperge-
ometric function introduced in Ref. [3] (see also Ref. [56]). We will come back 
to this elsewhere, as well as to the connection of the eigenfunction transforms 
of Sections 3-5 with the generalized hypergeometric transforms. 
Theorem 2 .1 paves the way for establishing the isometry properties of 
the eigenfunction transform. It reveals that an eventual isometry violation is 
encoded in a non-zero residue operator. The theorem is established without 
invoking any Hamiltonian. In fact, in Section 2 we need not and do not assume 
that the transform kernel is an eigenfunction of a non-trivial A.6.0. It is, how-
ever, manifestly an eigenfunction of a 'free' A.6.0 A1 (2.18), generalizing the 
A.6.0 A (1.18). 
In Theorem 2.2 we show that a non-zero residue operator entails that one 
cannot interpret the A.6.0 Ai as a self-adjoint Hilbert space operator (or even 
a symmetric one), when the action of the latter is defined in the natural way 
on (a dense subspace of) the range of the generalized eigenfunction transform 
:F (2.21). The proof applies with obvious changes to any other A.6.0 for which 
the kernel may be an (improper) eigenfunction with real eigenvalues. Thus 
Theorem 2.2 will enable us to show that self-adjointness (generically) breaks 
down for H,., Ha and He when a is outside the intervals (1.20) and (1.21), resp. 
Assuming a vanishing residue operator, we study in Theorem 2.3 the 
Hilbert space scattering theory associated with the self-adjoint dynamics Ai. 
Though its action is formally free, the scattering is non-trivial. Just as for 
Theorem 2.2, the proof of Theorem 2.3 applies to a vast class of dynamics, 
containing in particular the 'interacting' A.6.0s Hr, Ha and H'; for the relevant 
specialization. (This is a manifestation of the invariance principle for the wave 
operators [57].) 
It will be clear from the assumptions in Section 2 that the adjoint :F* of 
the eigenfunction transform :F can be handled along the same lines, using the 
dual 'free' A.6.0 A 2 (2.19) in the role of Ai (2.18). We refrain from doing so as 
regards Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, since we do not need their 'dual counterparts'. 
We do specify the analog of Theorem 2.1 for :F*, however. (Since the repulsive 
and extra regimes are self-dual, the latter result is needed only in the attractive 
case.) 
The general theory developed in Section 2 enables us to reduce the case 
analysis in Sections 3-5 to a study of the two pertinent residue operators R2 
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(2.32) and R 1 (2.58). Quite surprisingly, these are finite-rank for arbitrary 
a E (0, oo), and so we need only isolate pertinent linear algebra properties. 
The algebraic results obtained in Ref. [45] will be crucial in this enterprise. 
§2. The General Framework 
As explained above, it is expedient to reduce the bulk of the analysis 
associated with the above three concrete cases to results obtained in a more 
general setting. ~o ease the notation, we use dimensionless variables (s, t) 
instead of ( x, p), and accordingly start from a function of the form 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
E(s,t) ==.eistfaP(e8 ,e1), a E (O,oo), 
M1 M2 
P(y,z) = LLak1YM1-2kzM2-2t, 
k=Ol=O 
where M1, M2 E N and akl E C. (This should be compared to (1.34) and 
(1.35).) 
To ensure non-triviality and a convenient normalization, we assume 
(2.3) laool = 1. 
The symmetries (1.43) and their analogs ford~!, and d~!, are taken into account 
by assuming 
(2.4) aM1 -k.Mr1=0"ak;1, (J"E{-1,1}, 
(2.5) 




E(-s, -t) = (J"E(s, t), 
E(s, t) = aB(-s, t) = E(s, -t), s, t E JR. 
Obviously, E(s, t) is a joint eigenfunction of the AAO 
with eigenvalue 2ch(rrt/a), and of the dual AAO 
(2.9) 
with eigenvalue 2ch(rrs/a). Here and below, we find it convenient to encode 
dependence on the variables s and t by using subscripts 1 and 2, resp. 
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Next, we introduce the c-functions 
(2.10) 
M1 
C ( o) =~a e(M1-2k)s 1 ,, -  ·kO , 
A:=O 
Af2 
C. (t) = ~a. e(Afr2l)t 2. -  ()[- . 
l=O 
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Clearly, cj(z) is an entire function, which is irr-periodic for Mj even and i7r-
antiperiodic for Afj odd. Using (2.5) one infers 
(2.11) c1 (s) = lTC1(-s), c2(t) = c2(-t), s, t E llt 
and using also (2.3) one sees that cJ(z) has Afj zeros (counting multiplicity) 
in the period strip Im z E [O, 7r). Tvioreover, from (2.1) and (2.2) one readily 
deduces 
(2.12) E(s,t) = eAhtci(s)ei't/" +O(exp[(M2 - 2)Ret]), Ret-t oo, 
where the bound is uniform for s and Im t varying oYer compact subsets of IC 
and JR, resp. Similarly, we haYe 
(2.13) E(s, t) = e·~118 c2(t)eist/n + O(exp[(AI1 - 2)Re s]), Res -t x. 
uniformly for t in C-compacts and Im s in JR-compacts. 
\Ve proceed by defining weight functions 
(2.14) 
Thus, wJ(z) is an in-periodic, meromorphic and eYen function with 2J\IJ poles 
(counting multiplicity) for which Im z E [O. 7r ). Throughout this section we as-
1 1 1 Tl l . (j) (j) . sume t iat these po es are non-rea . ms t iey occur at pomts p1 , ... , PMJ, rn-
p\i l, ... , i7r-p~1~ in the strip Im z E (0, 7r); by convention, the points pi!l denote 
the zeros of c1 ( -z) in this strip. Due to (2.11) and our non-reality assumption, 
we have 
(2.1.S) Wj(z) E (0,oo), \:/z ER, j = 1,2. 
For later use we also note the asymptotics 
(2.16) WJ.( 7 ) __ e-2MJz + O(e-(2M.1+2)R<>zl), R ----'- · 1 ? _ e z--, x, J = , ~, 
where the bounds are uniform in Im z. 
\Ve continue by introducing the function 
(2.17) F(s, t) = w1 (s) 1l 2 E(s, t)w2 (t) 112 . 
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As it stands, this function has a sign ambiguity. For real s and t we choose 
positive square roots throughout, cf. (2.15). Conjugating the A~Os B1 (2.8) 
and B2 (2.9) with the respective weight functions yields 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
We are now going to use F(s, t) as the (Schwartz) kernel of a bounded 
operator :F between Hilbert spaces 
(2.20) 
To be specific, let us denote the subspace of 1-t.j consisting of C'.)Q-functions 
whose support is compact and does not include the origin by Cj, j = 1, 2. Then 
we begin by defining 
(2.21) :F : C2-t1-t.1, </>(t) t-t (27ra)-1l 21_: F(s, t)</>(t)dt. 
Though it is clear from the above that the integral is absolutely convergent, 
it is not immediate that :F maps C2 into 1-t. 1 and that :F extends to a bounded 
operator (denoted by the same symbol). It is not hard to see this, however, as 
we now explain. 
Consider first the special case M1 = M2 = 0. Then one has 
(2.22) o = 1, aoo E {-1, 1}, w1(z) = w2(z) = 1 (.l\11, M2 = 0). 
Hence :F amounts to Fourier transformation, and so :F extends to an isometry 
from 1-t.2 onto 1-t.1. In the general case it is therefore clear that (:F</>)(s) equals 
the product of w1 ( s) 112 and an entire function of the form 
M1 
(2.23) '°'e(M1-2k)s:i..k(s), J.. ( ) E 'LI ~ '+' 'l'k S rq, 
k=O 
cf. (2.1) and (2.2). From the bound (2.16) with j = 1 it then follows that we 
do have :F<f; E 1-t.1 (recall w1(s) is even). 
A slight elaboration on the previous paragraph now shows that :Fis bounded: 
Its kernel can be written as 
(2.24) 
Mi M2 
F(s,t) = LL>kl (wi(s)If2e(Mi-2k)s). (eist/a). (e(Mr2l)tw2(t)l/2), 
k=O l=O 
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and each of the terms in the sum corresponds to the product of three bounded 
operators. 
At this point it is convenient to insert some observations on the adjoint :F* 
of :F, which will be used later on. First, from the boundedness of Fit follows 
that :F* is defined on all of tl 1 and bounded as well. Second, one easily verifies 
that its action is given by 
(2.25) (:F*'lf;)(t) = (2tra)- 1l2 I: F(s,t)lj;(s)ds, 1J• E C1 . 
Finally, in view of (2.7) we are free to use the equalities 
(2.26) F(s, t) = aF(-s, t) = F(s, -t). 
In the following theorem we assume that all poles of w1 ( s) are simple. The 
theorem involves a residue function defined by 
M1 
(2.27) I _ ~[· (1) (1) ( (1) ') R(t, t) = L., rk E(pk , -t)E Pk , t 
k=l 
(lJ E(. (11 )E(. (ll ')] +rk+M1 itr - Pk , -t m - Pk , t . 
Here, ri,1l and ri,~Mi denote the residues of w1 (s) at the simple poles p~,1 ) and 
irr - Pi.ll, resp. Now w1 (s) is itr-periodic and even, so we have 
(2.28) 
Combining this with (2.6) and (2.1), we deduce 
1\f 1 
(2.29) R(t, t') = L ri1l[E(pi,1l, -t)E(pk1), t') 
k=l 
- exp( rr( t - t') / a)E(pi,1 ), t)E(pi,1 ), -t') ]. 
From this one reads off that R(t, t') is an entire function satisfying 
(2.30) R(t, t) = 0. 
Theorem 2.1. Assuming wi( s) has solely simple poles, one has 
(2.31) (F</>, F~1)1 = (</>, ?j1)2 +~I: I: Cf;(t)'lfi(t') 
[l - exp(tr(t - t')/a)t 1R(t, t')w2(t) 1l 2w2(t1 ) 1l2dtdt1 , 
for all</>, 1jJ E C2 , with R(t, t') given by (2.29). 
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The proof of this theorem is relegated to Appendix A. Here we only point 
out that the vanishing property (2.30) entails that the integral in (2.31) is 
absolutely convergent and that in Sections 3-5 the assumption of simple poles 
is satisfied for generic parameters. 
Independently of the latter assumption, we may and will define a bounded 
self-adjoint operator R2 by 
(2.32) 
\Ve assume from now on that R2 has finite rank L E N. In contrast to the 
previous requirements we made (which can be readily met). this may seem a 
rather ad hoe assumption. It is however satisfied for all of the special cases 
studied below. (In fact, in the concrete settings of Sections 3--5, the definition 
(2.32) yields a finite-rank operator R2 even when w1 ( s) has some real poles.) 
In order to prepare the ground for later sections we assume once again 
(until further notice) that w1 ( s) has ony simple poles. Then it follows from 
(2.32) that the residue term on the rhs of (2.31) equals (c/>1 R2l/1):i. \Ye now 
consider two important special cases pertaining to the residue sum ( 2. 20): In 
the first/second case a single term in the sum yields a vanishing/rank-one rnn-
tribution to R2 , resp. (The first case is relevant in Sections -1 and 5. the second 
one in Sections 3 and 4.) 
First, choosing k E {l, ... , J\li}, suppose that we have an identity 
(2.33) exp(rrt/2a)E(pi,ll, t) = ak exp(-1Tt/2a)E(p~n. -t), 1J"1.: E {-1, l}. 
Then the corresponding summand in (2.29) clearly vanishes. To be sure, in the 
present general setting the parity property (2.33) seems very restrictive. Note 
in particular that in view of (2.1) and (2.2) it is necessary (but by no means 
sufficient) for (2.33) that pi.1) be of the form 
(2.34) (1) . /2 .. Pk = Z1T + ZJka, Jk E Z. 
Second, suppose that E(pL1) ,t) itself has a definite parity: 
(2.35) ( . ( 1) ) ( 1) E Pk , -t = IJ"kE(p,, , t), CTkE{-1,l}. 
Due to (2.1) and (2.2) this implies not only 
(2.36) ( 1) · · · "'T* Pk = lJka, Jk E 1'1 , 
but also 
(2.37) E(pL1), t) = exp[(M2 + ipi,1) / a)t]c1 (pi,1)) 
+ 0( exp[(M2 - 2 + ipi.1l / a)t]), t-+ oo. 
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(Recall that c1(-pi.1J) = 0 by convention, so that c 1 (p~1 )) =/: 0, cf. the paragraph 
containing (2.14).) Combining (2.16) and (2.37) with (2.35), we deduce 
(2.38) 
T\Ioreover, from (2.6), (2.7) and (2.36) we obtain 
(2.39) -E( (ll (JJ ) Pk ,t) = aB(pk ,t, t E JR. 
Therefore, the pertinent summand in (2.31) can be written as 
(2.40) . - 1 ( 1 l ( , E ( ( 1 J ) ( ) i r) ( · ( 1 l ) ( ) 1 /'' rn rk aaA, (/>,..,Pk,· w2 · - :2 E(p,. ,· w2 · -.~'h· 
As a consequence, it gives rise to a rank-1 operator on 7-1. 2 . 
The two cases just considered are not the only way in which the residue 
sum (2.29) can give rise to a finite-rank operator R2 , as assumed above. Indeed, 
we will encounter other possibilities in later sections. But we need not and will 
not analyze further cases for our remaining purposes in this general section. In 
fact, for the remainder of this section we drop the assumption that wi(s) has 
simple poles. 
Reconsidering the operator equality (2.32), we observe that the rank-L 
assumption on R2 entails that R2 has L non-zero eigenvalues belonging to 
[-1,0) or (0, '.XJ). Setting 
(2..11) 
it is also clear from (2.32) that Fis isometric on the orthocomplement Rt of 
the L-dimensional range R 2 . 
\\'ith these Hilbert space properties at our disposal, we now study the 
question whether F may be viewed as an eigenfunction transform for a self-
adjoint operator A1 associated to the A~O (2.18). To analyze this, let us 
first denote the operator of multiplication by 2ch(7rt/a) on,7-1.2 by M2, and its 
natural domain by 'D(M 2 ). (That is, 'D(M2 ) is the maximal multiplication 
domain, so that M 2 is self-adjoint on 'D(J\,'b).) '.'\ow there are two essentially 
different cases: Either R2 = 0 or R2 f. 0. 
In the first case Fis an isometry, so Ker(F)=O. Therefore, we may define 
an operator A1 on F(D(M 2 )) by requiring the intertwining relation 
(2.42) 
'Whenever F does not map 7-1.2 onto 7-l 1, this operator is not densely defined, but 
A1 is easily seen to be self-adjoint as an operator on (the subspace F('D(M2)) 
of) the Hilbert space 
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(2.43) 
In the second case F may have a non-zero kernel (cf. (2.32)), so there 
might exist vectors ljJ satisfying 
(2.44) 
Whenever such vectors exist, one is not entitled to use (2.42) to define A1 on 
F('D(M 2 )). Now we cannot rule out the obstruction (2.44) in general. On the 
other hand, when we restrict attention to the smaller ('Paley-\Viener') subspace 
(2.45) 
then it can be shown that (2.42) does give rise to a well-defined operator A 1 ; 
stronger yet, one has C2 n Ker(F) = {O}. 
We do not substantiate the latter claim here, since our proof is somewhat 
involved and since we do not need this result here. Indeed, in the following 
theorem we only assert that when R2 -I 0 and A 1 can be defined by (2.42) on 
P 1 , then the resulting operator is not symmetric. 
At this point we would like to emphasize that the action of A1 on P1 
given by (2.42) is the natural one associated with the A.6.0 (2.18): Writing 
(F<f>)(s),<f> E C2 , as w1(s) 112 times an entire function ~(s), (2.42) amounts to 
(2.46) (A1F<f>)(s) = w1(s - in) 1 1 2 ~(s - in)+ (i-+ -i), 
as is readily seen from the definition (2.21) of F. It is also important to observe 
that the intersection of two subspaces F( C2 ) corresponding to two distinct 
weight functions w1 consists of the zero vector whenever the square roots in 
(2.46) give rise to branch points at. distinct locations. (For example, whenever 
there exists a point where one of the two weight functions has a simple pole, 
whereas the other one has a finite value.) 
Theorem 2.2. Ass'Uming R2 = 0, the operator A 1 defined on P 1 by 
(2.42) is essentially self-adjoint ( v·iewed as an operator acting in HJ. (2.43)). 
Next, assume R2 -I 0 and ass·ume that 4> E C2 n Ker(F) entails M 2 <f> E Ker(F). 
Then the operator A 1 defined on P 1 by (2.42) is not symmetric. 
The proof of this theorem can be found in Appendix A. In the remainder 
of this section we assume R2 = 0. Thus F is an isometry, and the A.6.0 A1 
(2.18) gives rise to a self-adjoint operator A1 acting in the Hilbert space HJ., 
which is unitarily equivalent to M 2 via the intertwining relation (2.42). 
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Next, we study the scattering theory associated to the operator Ai. To 
this end we extend Ai to a self-adjoint operator on 11.i by defining A1 to be 
equal to an arbitrary self-adjoint operator on (11.1)..L. This extension only serves 
to let exp( -iT Ai), T E JR., be a I-parameter unitary group acting on all of 11.1 ; 
the following scattering theory objects are independent of the extension. 
In the present context it is expedient to employ the two Hilbert space 
scattering theory formalism, cf. Ref. [57]. As comparison operator between the 
Hilbert spaces 1-f.2 and 11.1 we choose the map 
(2.47) (Jrj>)(s) = (27ra)- 1/ 2 1_: eist/arj>(t)dt. 
Since J amounts to Fourier transformation, it yields an isometry from 11.2 onto 
1-f.1. 
Clearly, J intertwines the parity operators 
(2.48) 
When a equals 1, this is true for Fas well, but more generally we have 
(2.49) 
cf. (2.6) and (2.21). Introducing sign functions 
(2.50) (j_(t) = {(j' 1, t > 0 t < 0' a+(t) = <7a_(t), 
we therefore obtain 
(2.51) 
both for a = 1 and for a = -1. 
As a last preliminary for the following theorem we recall that c2(t) does 
not vanish for t E JR. (by assumption, cf. the paragraph .containing (2.14)). 
Moreover, the number c2 (0) is real in view of (2.11), so its sign is well defined. 
Theorem 2.3. 
(2.52) 
The strong limits of the operator family 
exp(iTA1)J exp(-iT M2), TE lR, 
for T -+ ±oo exist and are equal to 
(2.53) W± = Fa±(t)h(ltl)/c2(-ltl)]=F 1l 2sign(c2(0)). 
Here, the sign functions O"±(t) are defined by (2.50), and the square-root signs 
are chosen such that the resulting one-valued functions are continuous and equal 
to 1 fort= 0. 
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The proof of Theorem 2.3 is relegated to Appendix A. Just as in non-
relativistic time-independent scattering theory, one can obtain the S-matrix 
(2.54) S = ur•rxr = c2([ti) 2 - n+n- a c2(-Jtl) 
directly from the eigenfunction F(s, t). Indeed, from (2.17), (2.13), (2.16) and 
(2.6) one infers 
(2.55) F(s t),....., { [c2(t)/c2(-t)]112exp(ist/a), Res--+ oo, 
' a[c2(-t)/c2(t)]1!2 exp(ist/a), Res--+ -oo. 
Thus the right and left asymptotics are related via the unitary multiplication 
operator (2.54). Of course, the latter asymptotics comparison holds true in-
dependently of Hilbert space properties. In particular, it fails to reveal that 
there is no sensible wave packet picture of scattering (indeed, of time evolution) 
whenever the residue operator R2 is non-zero. 
The adjoint :F* (2.25) can now be analyzed in the same way as :F. However, 
for later purposes we only need the counterparts of (2.31) and (2.29). (They will 
be used in Section 4.) An inspection of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Appendix A 
readily yields the desired formulas: Provided w2 (t) has only simple poles, one 
gets 
(2.56) (:F*q;,:F*41h = (c/>,'1/J)t + i: 1_: 1_: 1}(s)ef1(s') 
[1 - exp(7r(s' - s)/a)]- 1R(s,s')w1(s) 112wi(s') 112dsds', 
for all </>, '!/! E C1 , with 
M2 
(2.57) R(s, s') = I>?l [E(-s,p;2l)E(s',pj2 l) 
l=l 
-exp(7r(s' - s)/a)E(s,pj 2l)E(-s',pj2 l)J. 
(The extra factor a in the second term on the rhs of (2 .. 56) as compared to 
(2.31) arises from using the first equality in (2.7). Recall also (2.14) to see why 
this factor does not occur in the first term.) 
Introducing a second residue operator by setting 
(2.58) 
it is straightforward to adapt the remainder of Section 2, with A2 playing the 
role of A1. We leave this to the interested reader, however. 
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§3. The Repulsive Regime 
Our starting point in this section is the function Er(x,p), given by (1.34)-
(1.38). (We suppress the parameter dependence whenever this does not give 
rise to ambiguity.) It follows from Theorem Il.l in Ref. [45] that one has the 
eigenvalue relation 
(3.1) BrEr(x,p) = 2ch(/3p)E,.(x,p), 
(cf. I.e. Eq. (2.12)), which entails 
(3.2) H,.F,.(x,p) = 2ch(/3p)F,.(x,p), 
cf. (l.27). I\foreover, from this theorem we also have 
(3.3) 
2I\l 
E,.(±iNn/3,p) = IT 2sinka, 
k=N+l 
cf. Le. Eq. (2.16), and I.e. Eq. (2.18) yields 
(3.4) E,.(±i(N - l)n,8,p) = B}N) (ch3p), I = 0, ... 'N, 
where B}Nl(u) is a polynomial of degree~ land parity (-)1 with real coeffi-
cients; the degree equals l provided the a-restriction 
(3.5) ka tt. 7rN, k = 1, ... , 2N, 
is satisfied. Finally, the polynomials obey the recurrence relation 
(3.6) sin((2N - l)a)B1(:}(u) - sin(la)B1(~{(u) = 2usin((N - l)a)BjN>(u), 
l = O, ... ,N. 
(This is simply the eigenvalue formula (3.1), evaluated for the :r-values in (3.4), 
cf. ( 1.27).) 
Comparing (1.34) and (1.35) to (2.1) and (2.2), we see that the function 
(3.7) E(s,t) = E,.(s/v,t/(3) 
is of the form (2.1), with 
(3.8) a = n/3v, l\fi, Ah = N, 
and coefficients 
(3.9) 
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In particular, this yields 
(3.10) 
so that (2.3) is obeyed. l\Ioreover, due to (1.43), the coefficients a1,:1 satisfy 
(2.4) and (2.5) with the parity parameter er equal to 1. Accordingly, E(s, t) 
(3.7) fulfils (2.6) and (2.7) with er= 1, and in addition 
(3.11) E(s,t) = E(t,s), 
since (1.44) entails au = au .. 
Next, we note that ( 1.37) yields 
(3.12) 
Thus the c-function ci(s) (2.10) is given by 
N 
(3.13) , (s) = ~ cJr).e(iV-2m).< C1 ~ 1110 
m=O 
l\i 
= (-i)·"· q:'·(N+!J/'2eN" TI (l _ q-2k e-'2") 
k=l 
]\/ 
=II (-2i)sh(s + ilw), 
hl=l 
and by symmetry we have c2 (t) = c1(t). Recalling (2.14) and (1.25), we now 
obtain weight functions 
( 3.14) 
It follows from (1.31) and (3.14) that the function 
(3.15) F(s,t) = F,.(s/v,t/(3), 
is of the form (2.17). Obviously, the weight functions have simple and non-real 
poles iff the a-restriction (3.5) holds true. This restriction is, in particular, 
satisfied when 
(3.16) a E (0, 7r /N), I= 1. ... , N, 
and we now assume (3.16) until further notice. Then we may and will choose 
(3.17) Pin = ika, k = 1, ... , N, j = 1, 2. 
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(Recall these numbers are by convention the zeros of Cj ( -z) for Im z E (0, 71"").) 
~foreover, we infer that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are met. 
From (3.4) and (3.7) we now read off that the second parity assumption 
(2.35) is satisfied for k = 1, ... , N, with <Tk = 1. (Note that the conclusion 
(2.36) is in accord with (3.17).) Furthermore, these equations entail that the 
1-t'.rfunctions (2.38) are given by 
(3.18) i,i{"\t) = B)Nl(cht) (fr 4sh(t + ija)sh(t - ija))- 112 , 
J=l 
l = O, ... , N - 1. 
Therefore, we obtain an explicit expression for the residue operator R2 (2.32): 
From (2.31), (2.29) and (2.40) we have 
(3.19) 
. N-1 
1 '""' (r) (r) R2 = - L I'N-LlP1 (t) :21 'l,i1, (t), 
a 
1=0 
with residues given by (cf. (3.14) and (1.25)) 
(3.20) r 111 = [4isin(2ma) IJ 4sin(/,· + m)asin(k- m)a]- 1 , 
m=l, ... ,N. 
In view of our standing assumption (3.16), the polynomial B)N) has degree l, 
and so R2 is a rank-N operator. 
The upshot is that the operator 
(3.21) :F: 1i2 -7 h'. 1 , </>(t) i--t (27ra)- 1l 2 I: F(s,t)</;i(t)dt, 
(3.22) J 1/2 . 1/2 F(s, t) = Us(s) E,.(s/v, t/p)w8 (t) , 
is isometric on R:j, but not on the N-dimensional subspace R 2 (2.41). Now 
it is clear from (3.19) and (3.18) that R 2 belongs to the even subspace 1-i2 ,+. 
Since the operator :F intertwines the parity operators (recall (2.51) ), it admits 
restrictions 
( 3.23) 
Thus, we are now in the position to deduce that the odd restriction :;: _ is an 
isometry. 
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It is not hard to see that;:::_ is actually onto. Indeed, this follows from an 
inspection of the adjoint ;:::•. It is given by (2.25). Now from the self-duality 
relation (3.11) we infer 
(3.24) F(s, t) = F(t, s), 
so using (2.26) the adjoint kernel can be rewritten as 
(3.25) F(s, t) = F(t, -s). 
Hence we can repep.t the above steps for :F*, obtaining a residue operator 
(3.26) 
cf. (3.19). This implies that the restriction F":.. to Hi.- is an isometry into 
H.2.-· Thus we have relations 
(3.27) 
and so bijectivity follows. 
When we identify 1-t.i.- and 1-£2,- in the obvious way with the Hilbert space 
(3.28) 1-L := L~(IR,dy). 
then ;:: _ is a skew-adjoint operator with a purely imaginary kernel. Indeed, 
using (3.25) we may write 
(3.29) (F-</J)(y) = (Srra)- 1121: [F(y, y') - F(y', y)]</J(y')dy', If; E 1-£_, 
and from this formula and (3.24) our assertion is plain. Since ;:: _ is also a 
unitary operator on 1{_, it now follows that we have 
(3.30) :;:_ = i(P+ - P_), 
where P+ and p_ are complementary (orthogonal) projections on 1-£_. 
The above results were obtained with the a-restriction (3.16) in force. We 
now summarize our isometry results and extend them to the excluded values 
in (3.16) in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. For all a E (0, rr /N) the odd restriction;:::_ (3.23) of the 
operator F given by (3.21) and (3.22) is an isometry onto 1-1.1,-. Viewed as an 
operator on 1-£_ (3.28), ;:: _ may be written as (3.30), where the complementary 
projections P+ and p_ are strongly continuous in a for a E (0, rr/N). 
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Proof We have already proved the first assertion for a satisfying (3.16). 
To handle the excluded a-values, let us note first of all that for these values the 
poles of the weight functions are no longer simple, but still non-real. There-
fore, the operator :F (3.21) is a well-defined bounded operator for the excluded 
values, too. l\foreover, the factorization (2.24) entails that (3.21) gives rise to 
a family of bounded operators :F( a), a E (0, 7r / N), that is strongly continuous 
in a. (Indeed, each of the three operator factors in (2.24) is strongly continuous 
in a for a E ( 0, 7r / N), and the coefficients !lkf are continuous in a for a E ( 0, x).) 
Recalling now the bijectivity relations (3.27), it follows that :F_(a) is an 
isometry onto 1-L1.- for all a E (0,7r/,\i). Viewing :F_(a),a E (0,7r/N), as a 
strongly continuous family of skew-adjoint unitaries on 1{_ (3.28), it follows 
from well-known results (see e.g. Theorem VIII.24 in Ref. [58]) that the spec-
tral projections P+(a) and P_(a) on the eigenvalues i and -i are strongly 
continuous as \'v·ell. D 
Let us now return to the physical variables :r, p and parameters n, v, /3, 
fixing a = ndv E (0, 7r /;.V). Then it follows from Theorem 3.1 that the operator 
(3.31) :F,. : L 2 (R dp) ~ L 2 (JR, dJ·), 
<,b(p) r--t (27rll)- 1! 2 r: F~ (v, 3; .r,p)d:i(p)dp 
has a restriction:;::,. __ to the odd subspace L:_ (R dp) that is an isometry onto 
L:..(Rd.r). In view of the eigenvalue relation (3.2), the pull-back of the self-
adjoint multiplication operator rJ>(p) H 2ch( Jp )</>(p) to L:_ (JR, dx) defines a self-
adjoint operator H,. __ on L:_ (JR, dx), whose action on functions :F,. __ <f>, with </J 
an odd C()-function (for example), coincides with that of the Ab.O H,. (1.13). 
Similarly, multiplication by 2ch(7rp/h.v) pulls back to a self-adjoint operator 
A,. __ on L:_ (R dx ), whose action corresponds to the A~O A (1.18). 
The wave and scattering operators associated with the commuting unitary 
timP evolutions exp(-iTH,. __ ) and exp(-iTA,. __ ) can now be read off from 
Theorem 2.3, cf. the remarks below the proof of Theorem 2.3 in Appendix A. 
In particular, the S-matrix is explicitly given by 
(3.32) s,._(p)=(-lNIT:v sh(olpl+~ka), 
· sh(o!PI - zka) k=I 
cf. (2.54) and (3.13). 
Let us next assume that a satisfies (3.16). Then it follows from the above 
that on the even subspace L~ (R dp) the operator :F,..+ and its adjoint are not 
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isometric. The isometry deviations are encoded in the rank-N operators R3 
(3.19) and R 1 (3.26), multiplied by a and with t --+ ;3p and s -t vx, resp. 
For N > 1 the resulting obstruction to defining the A60 H,. (1.13) as a self-
adjoint operator on Li(llt d.r) (cf. Theorem 2.2 and the remarks 1nade below 
its proof in Appendix A) also shows up in a concrete and illuminating way for 
the H,.-eigenfunctions 1pj 1 l (v.:r), as we now detail. 
First, from (3A) and self-duality we obtain 
(3.33) E,(.1", ±i(N - l)nv) = BfNl(chvx), l = 0, ... , N. 
Hence (3.2) yields 
(3.34) H,.i;•)"l(v.r) = 2cos((N - l)a)c·)'l(vx). l = 0, ... , }\' - l. 
Now the functions vf·l satisfy the same recurrence relation as the pol.vnomials 
BJN), cf. (3.18). This recurrence is given by (3.6), whence we deduce 
(3.35) 
l\Ioreover, from (3.:3) and (3.18) we have 
(:3.36) v~/)(VJ") = IT 2sinka. (ft 4sh(v:r + ija)sh(v.r -ija))-l/:2 
k=N+I .i=l 
From these explicit formulas we read off that the H,.-eigenfunctions 
~·r~'J(v:r) and ~,\"l(v.r) are either positive or negative for all x E JR. (depend-
ing on a E (O,r./N)). For/\'> 1 they both belong to Li(Jltdx), so it follows 
that they are not orthogonal to each other. (\Ve suspect this holds for all pairs 
i;,•)'l (v.:r), q),', 1 (v:r ), l -j. m.) Yet, they have distinct real eigenvalues for the A60 
H,. (cf. (3.34)). Clearly, this state of affairs is by itself already an obstruction 
to reinterpreting Hr as a self-adjoint operator on Li(IR, dx). 
It remains to study the eigenfunction transform for the exceptional values 
in ( 0, 7T / N) and for a 2: 7r / N. In order to do so, we employ again the variables 
s and t. Also, we first concentrate on the N = 1 case, since the state of affairs 
can be made fully explicit for this choice of N, and renders the general case 
more accessible. (Cf. also our recent paper Ref. [5:3] for further information on 
the N = 1 case.) 
Accordingly, we focus on the function 
(3.37) 
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obtained from (3.7) and (1.34)-(1.38). Fixing first a E (0, 7r), a =/= 7r/2, the 
residue operator (3.19) reads 
(3.38) R _ sin(2a) ( )1; 2 ( ) 112 2----W8 t ®wst , 
a 
W 8 (t) = l/4sh(t + ia)sh(t - ia), 
where we used (3.20), (3.18) and (3.3). Now a routine calculation yields 
(3.39) 
so R2 has a non-zero eigenvalue 7r/2a - 1, cf. (2.32). 
Turning to the exceptional value a= 7r/2 (cf. (3.16)), we obtain R2 = 0, 
by continuity in a. Thus :F is an isometry onto L 2 (IR, dx) for a = 7r /2. This 
can be easily understood from (3.37). Indeed, for a = 7r /2 it reduces to 
(3.40) E(s,t) = 4eist/achscht, a= 7r/2, 
whereas (3.14) and (1.25) entail 
(3.41) 
Hence (3.22) yields 
(3.42) F(s,t) = e·ist/a, a= 7r/2, 
so that :F amounts to Fourier transformation. 





w 1 (s) = l/4sh2 s, w2 (t) = l/4sh2 t, a= 71', 
F(s, t) = ieist/asign(s)sign(t), a= 71'. 
The double pole at the origin of the weight function entails W 8 ( t) 112 ~ L2 (IR, dt), 
so that the rhs of (3.38) is ill defined. But from (3.45) ·it is plain that :F 
is an isometry onto L2 (IR, ds), so that R2 (2.32) vanishes for a = 71'. (As a 
consequence, the spectrum of R2 is discontinuous at a = 7r.) 
Choosing next a > 71', we first dispose of the exceptional values a = 
l7r/2, l = 3, 4, .. ., cf. (3.5). For l odd, we obtain once more (3.40)-(3.42), 
up to a sign for (l - 1)/2 odd. Similarly, for l even, we reobtain (3.43)-(3.45), 
up to a sign for l/2 even. Thus :F comes down to Fourier transformation for 
all of the exceptional a-values. 
Finally, we study the choice 
(3.46) a E (n7r, (n + l)7r), a=/= (n + 1/2)7r, n EN*. 
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Then the zero of c1(-z) for Im z E (0, 7r) is given by i(a - mr). Using 
(3.47) E( i(a - mr), t) = 2( - )n sin(2a) exp( nrrt/ a), 
we now calculate from (2.29) and (3.20) 
(3.48) R(t, t') = -i sin(2a) exp[-nrr(t - t')/a] 
·(1 - exp[(2n + 1 )7r( t - t')/ a]). 
Substituting this in (2.31 ), we deduce that R2 (2.32) is the finite-rank operator 
(3.49) R _ sin(2a) ~ f f 2 - -- L., -l 0 i, 
a l=-n 
(3.50) f1(t) = exp(lrrt/a)w8 (t) 112 . 
(Note !1 E 1/.2, since a > nrr.) 
From the explicit formula (3.49) we now read off that isometry of :F breaks 
down both on the even and on the odd subspace of 11.2. (Indeed, the restrictions 
of R2 to 11.2,+ and 11.2.- are clearly rank-(n + 1) and rank-n operators, resp.) 
Accordingly, for the a-values (3.46) we cannot associate self-adjoint operators 
on LW~, dx), 6 = +, -, to the A~O Hr (1.13) with g = 2/i. (J\Iore precisely, 
this cannot be done by ~xploiting the transforms we have available in this 
paper.) 
Having spelled out the special case N = 1, we supply less detail for the 
general N case. Consider first the excluded a-values in (3.16), corresponding 
to the presence of double poles in the weight function 'Ws(Y) (1.25). It is by 
no means obvious, but true that all of the double pole factors are matched by 
similar factors in E(s, t). As a consequence, the function F(s, t) (3.22) red4ces 
to a function of the same type, but with a smaller value of N. Making the N-
and a-dependence explicit, this reduction can be specified as 
Thus :F reduces to Fourier transformation for l = 1, as we have already seen 
for N = 1, cf. (3.42). For l > 1 we have a< 7r/2l, so that;:_ is isometric and 
R2 is a rank-( l - 1) operator. 
The reduction just detailed can be easily derived from Eq. (2.100) in 
Ref. [45]. In this connection we also point out that we have 
(3.52) FN(a; s, t) = iF(a, 1!", (N + l)a; s, t), 
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where the function on the rhs is defined in Section 3 of Ref. [45], cf. in particular 
I.e. Eq. (3.41). (The above reduction may be viewed as a manifestation of the 
(b-+ a+ +a_ -b)-symmetry of the function F(a+, a_, b; s, t), cf. l.c. Eq. (3.52).) 
More generally, a similar decrease of N occurs for the excluded values in 
(3.5). Specifically, assume that a is of the form 
(3.53) a = rrl/k = rrs/r, l EN*, 
k E {l, ... , 2N}, s, r EN*, s, r coprime. 
Then Theorem II.3 in Ref. [45] applies. It entails that all of the functions 
FL(rrs/r;s,t), LEN*, reduce to one of the functions Fn(rrs/r;s,t), n E 
{O, 1, ... , Lr }, with 
(3.54) L = {r/2 -1, r even, 
r· - r/2 - 1/2, r odd. 
For these n-values one has 2n < r, so that the restriction (3.5) with N-+ n is 
fulfilled. (To be quite precise, the reduction holds true up to phases in {±1, ±i} 
and sign functions; cf. the above special case N = 1 to see what is involved.) 
As a consequence, we are reduced to studying what happens for a> 7r/N, 
with the a-restriction (3.5) in effect. The zeros of c1 (-z) in the strip Imz E 
(0, n) are then given by 
(3.55) (1) "k . Pk = l ·a - zn1,,rr, k = l, ... ,N, 
with 0 :::; n1 :::; · · · '.S'. nN and nN > 0. Thus we obtain 
(3.56) 
From this we deduce just as in the N = 1 case that Rz is given by 
. N nk 
(3.57) Z ~ ~ (1·) ( ) J(r)( ) R2 = a L.,, rk L.,, j k,-t t ® kl t , 
k=l l=-nk 
(3.58) 
It is not hard to see that the functions f 1~ l ( t) give rise to linearly inde-
pendent vectors in the Hilbert space "H.2. Also, as a increases, the number nk 
increases by one whenever a passes a number in N* rr / k. Correspondingly, we 
introduce 
N 
(3.59) /'\,N(a) ::!= L card {n EN* lmr < ka}, 
k=l 
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rank(R2,+) = N + K.rv(a), 
rank(R2.-) = K.rv(a), 
where R2.1s denote the restrictions of R2 to 1i2.s, 6 = +, -. 
Let us now summarize the above analysis. We have established that the 
ra1iks of the even and odd parts of R2 are increasing functions of a on the 
subset of (0, CXJ) defined by the a-restriction (3.5 ). Both ranks are generically 
non-zero for a > rr /N, entailing violation of isometry and self-adjointness. For 
the discrete set of critical a-values, the ranks jump down to integers of the form 
l + Kz (a), Kz( a), with l < N. In particular, when ( N + l)a is a multiple of rr, one 
readily verifies that l = 0, and that :F amounts to Fourier transformation. This 
is in accordance with the Hamiltonian H,. (1.13) becoming formally 'free' when 
g(3v = (N + l)a equals krr, k E N*. Observe, however, that the eigenfunction 
transform :F,. (3.31) is not periodic in a, in contrast to the A.6.0 H, .. 
§4. The Attractive Regime 
The operator Ba (1.28) arises from Br (1.27) by the crossing substitution 
x -+ x + irr /2v. Thus the eigenvalue equation (3.1) and the relation ( 1.41) 
between Ea and E,. entail 
( 4.1) BaEa(x,p) = 2ch(8p)Ea(x,p). 
From (1.32) and (1.28) we then deduce 
(4.2) H 0 Fa(x,p) = 2ch({3p)F,,(x,p). 
Next, we combine (3.3) and (3.4) with (1.41) to obtain 
(4.4) Ea c: + i(N - l)h(:J,p) = iN exp (- 211;J BjN)(chf3p), l = 0, ... , N. 
From (1.41) and the self-duality relations (1.46) we also infer that Ba has 
eigenfunctions 
(4.5) Ea(x, i(N - l)hv) = (-i)1 BtNJ (ishvx), l = 0, ... , N, 
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with eigenvalues 2cos(N - l)a, cf. (4.1). 
Just as in the repulsive case, the function 
(4.6) E(s, t) = Ea(s/11, t/(3) 
amounts to (2.1) with a= !i/3v, M1, M2 = N, and akt = ci~). From (1.39) and 
(1.43) we have 
(4.7) c(a) = (-)N c(a) = (-)Nc(a) 
mn N-m,N-n N-m,n' 
so that the assumptions (2.4) and (2.5) are satisfied with 
(4.8) 
Thus E(s,t) (4.6) satisfies (2.6) and (2.7) with a= (-)N. 
Proceeding as in the repulsive case (cf. (3.13)), we obtain c-functions 
N N 
(4.9) ci(s) = IJ(-2i)ch(s+ika), c2(t) = IT (-2i)sh(t + ila). 
k=l l=l 
Thus we get weight functions 
(4.10) 
so that 
(4.11) F(s, t) = Fa(s/v, t//3) 
is of the form (2.17), cf. (1.32). As in the repulsive case, the weight functions 
have simple and non-real poles iff (3.5) is obeyed, and in particular this is the 
case for 
(4.12) a E (0, 7r /2N). 
Assuming (4.12) till further notice, we may and will take 
(4.13) ( !) i7f 'k Pk = - +i ·a, 2 p~2 J = ika, k= l, ... ,N, 
and Theorem 2.1 applies. In view of (4.4), the first parity assumption (2.33) is 
satisfied with ak = 1, k = 1, ... , N. Thus we obtain 
(4.14) 
and so the eigenfunction transform :F (2.21) is an isometry. 
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Next, we use the counterpart (2.56) of (2.31) to study the adjoint F*. From 
(4.5) and (4.13) we see that the (counterpart of the) second parity assumption 
(2.35) is met with O"k = (-)N-k. (Recall B1(N)(u) has parity (-)1, cf. the 
recurrence relation (3.6).) From (2.56)-(2.58) we now deduce 
. N-1 
(4.15) R1 = _: l:)-t+1rN-11/!ia)(s)@'l/!}a)(s), 
a l=O 
where the residues are once more given by (3.20) and where 
(4.16) 1/!}a) (s) = (-i)1 BfNl (ishs) (ft 4ch(s + ija)ch(s - ija))- 112 , 
J=l 
l = 0, ... ,N - l. 
(Observe that 1/Jfal(s) is real-valued for s ER) 
Now we have already shown that Fis isometric. Therefore we have 
(4.17) 
where P1 is the projection on (1l~')1-. (Recall HJ. is the range of :F, cf. (2.43).) 
Comparing (4.17) and (2.58), we infer 
( 4.18) 
As a consequence, the subspace (1£1).L of 1£1 is N-dimensional and spanned by 
the functions 1/!}a\s),l = 0,. .. , N - 1. In the following theorem we summa-
rize the results just obtained and prove moreover that the latter functions are 
pairwise orthogonal. 
Theorem 4.1. For all a E (0, rr /2N) the operator 
( 4.19) 
(Fc/>)(s) = (2rra)- 1! 2 1_: Wc(s) 112Ea(s/v,t/(3)w8 (t) 112q;(t)dt, c/> E 'H.2, 
is an isometry. The orthocomplement of its range is spanned by the functions 
1/!}a)(s) (4.16). The latter satisfy 
(4.20) (1/;jal(·), 1/J;::l(·))i = Dzmµ/ 1 , l, m = 0, ... , N - 1, 
with µ1 defined by 
N 
(4.21) µz=:[4asin(2(N-l)a) IT 4sin((N-l+k)a)jsin((N-l-k)a)i]- 1 , 
l = 0, .. .,N - 1. 
k=l 
k!-N-l 
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Proof. 'We have already derived the first two results from Theorem 2.1. 
To obtain ( 4.20), we first show that ipi") is orthogonal to If;~~) for l f. m. This 
is equivalent to b1 J_ bm in the Hilbert space L2 (JR, We ( s )ds), with 
( 4.22) 
To prove bz J_ bm, consider the integral 
(4.23) lzm= I: (ch(sc~;Na)b1(s+ia)+(i-+-i)) 
N 
brn(s) rr[4ch(s + ija)ch(s - ija)t 1ds, 
j=l 
with a E (0,7r/2N). After cancellation of ch(s ± iNa), it is plain that we are 
free to shift contours s --+ s - ia in the first contribution to I1m and s -+ s + ia 
in the second one, yielding 
(4.24) !x (ch(s+iNa) . . . ) Ii,,,= -ocb1(s) chs b111 (s-w)+(z-+-i) 
N 
rr[4ch(s + ija)ch(s - ija)]- 1ds. 
j== 1 
Recalling (1.28), (4.1) and (4.5), we now conclude that the right-hand sides 
of (4.23) and (4.24) equal 2cos((N - l)a)(bz,bm) and 2cos((N - m)a)(b1,bm), 
resp. Since a E (0, 7r /2N), the numbers up front are distinct, so we must have 
(bi, bm) = 0. 
It remains to prove ( 4.20) for l = m. Since we have already shown pairwise 
orthogonality for l f. m, this norm formula can be easily deduced from ( 4.15), 
(3.20) and (4.18). D 
Returning to the physical variables x, p and parameters Ii, v, /3, we now fix 
a = l'!,f3v E ( 0, -rr /2N). Then Theorem 4.1 entails that the operator 
( 4.25) :Fa : L2 (Rdp)-+ L2 (JR,dx), 
<f>(p) t-t (2rrnr 112 [: Fa(v,(3;x,p)</J(p)dp 
is an isometry. Due to ( 4.2), multiplication by 2ch/3p pulls back to a self-adjoint 
operator Ha on the range of Fa, whose action on Fa<P, <P E C0 , coincides with 
the action of the Ab.O (1.14). The orthocomplement of the range is spanned 




bjN1(x) = (vµz) 112 (-i) 1BiN)(ishvx) fl[4ch(vx + ija)ch(v:i: - ija)t 112 , 
j=l 
which are eigenfunctions of the AD.O (l.14) with eigenvalues 2cos(N - l)a, l = 
0, ... , N - 1. Thus we may and will extend the Hilbert space operator Ha 
associated to (1.14) in the obvious way to a self-adjoint operator on L2 (IR;, d:r). 
This operator has absolutely continuous spectrum [2, oo) with multiplicity two, 
and a non-degenerate bound state spectrum 
( 4.27) ap.p. = {2 cos a, 2 cos 2a, ... , 2 cos Na}. 
Likewise, the self-adjoint multiplication operator <P(p) H 2ch(;rp/hv)ef;(p) 
gives rise to a self-adjoint operator Aa. on the range of :F whose action equals 
that of the At..O (1.18). The latter has eigenvalues 2(-)N-l on the functions 
bj N) ( x), and so we define Aa in the same way. 
The wave and scattering operators associated to the evolutions exp( -iT Ha) 
and exp(-iT Aa) are readily obtained from Theorem 2.3. Specifically, from 
(2.54) and ( 4.9) we deduce 
(4.28) 50 (p) = ITN sh(,GJpJ + ika). 
- sh(/31PI - ika) k=l 
Observe that this attractive S-matrix differs by a sign from the repulsive one 
(3.32) when N is odd. 
\Ve conclude this section by studying the eigenfunction transform for a 2:: 
1T /2N, using once more the dimensionless variables sand t. Following Section 3, 
we begin with the special case N = 1, where we have 
(4.29) 
For the exceptional values a = br /2, k E N*, we calculate 
(4.30) E(s, t) = { 4(- )"eist/"shs cht, a= (n + 1/2);r, 
4i(- )"+1e'st/achs sht, a= mr, 
( 4.31) , , ( ) -{ l/4sh2s, ( ) _ { 1/4ch2 t, a= (n + 1/2)7T, u; 1 S - 2 W0 t - 2 l/4ch s, - l/4sh t, a= n;r, 
( 4.32) { ( - )"eist/asign( s ), a = ( n + 1/2)7T, F(s,t)= 1 , I (-)n+ ie' 81 0 sign(t), a= n?T. 
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Thus F boils down to Fourier transformation, entailing R2 = R1 = O. 
Next, we choose 
( 4.33) a E ((n - 1/2)1T", (n + 1/2)7r), a =j:. n7r, n EN*. 
Then the zero of c1 (-z) for Im z E (0, 7r) equals ia - i(n - l/2)7r. Now we have 
(4.34) E(ia - i( n - 1/2)ir, t) = 2i( - )n sin(2a) exp[(n - 1/2)irt/ a], 
so (2.29) becomes 
(4.35) R(t, t') = -i sin(2a) exp[-(n - 1/2)7r(t - t')/a] 
·(1 - exp[2mr(t - t')/a]). 
From (2.31) we then obtain 
n-1/2 
( 4.36) :L 1-1011, 
l=-n+l/2 
with f 1 given by (3.50). 
As a result, the even and odd restrictions of R2 are rank-n operators. 
Therefore isometry of F breaks down and we cannot associate self-adjoint op-
erators to the At.O Ha (1.14) for g = 2h and the a-values (4.33). (Just as 
in Section 3, we should add the qualifier that this is not feasible with the 
transforms at our disposal in this paper.) 
The N > 1 case can now be studied along the same lines as in the repulsive 
regime. The point is that the reduction phenomenon detailed there is basically 
the same for the attractive regime, as we have already seen explicitly for N = 1. 
This is because the pertinent functions are related by an (s -+ s + i7r/2)-
continuation, cf. (1.32) and (1.41). Therefore we need only study R2 for a-
values larger than 7r /2N, with the restriction (3.5) in force. 
Accordingly, we begin by noting that the pertinent zeros of Cj ( -;; ) read 
( 4.37) (1) iir 'k . P = - + i ·a - ink'lT" k 2 . ' k= l, ... ,N. 
This entails 
( 4.38) 
whence we deduce as before 
( 4.39) 
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with fk~) given by (3.58). (When nk = 0, the kth term is understood to be 
absent, of course.) 
In the present case the number nk increases by one whenever a passes a 
number in (N* -1/2)-;r/k, cf. (4.37). Introducing 
N 
( 4.40) vN(a) = I::card{n E N*l(n -1/2)-;r < ka}, 
k=l 
we conclude 
( 4.41) rank(R2,8) = vN(a), 8 = +, -. 
(This should be compared to (3.59)-(3.61).) In particular, the ranks are generi-
cally non-zero for a > 7r /2N, so that isometry and self-adjointness break down. 
Just as in Section 3, the ranks jump down to v1(a) with l < N whenever a 
takes on one of its critical values, with multiples of -;r(N + 1) yielding l = 0 and 
:Fa (4.25) becoming essentially Fourier transformation. 
§5. The Extra Regime 
Using the eigenvalue formula (3.1) and the relation (1.42) between Ee and 
Er, one readily verifies that the AAO Be (1.29) satisfies 
(5.1) BeEe(x,p) = 2sh(,Bp)Ee(x,p). 
Then (1.33) and (1.29) yield 
(5.2) HeFe(x,p) = 2sh(,Bp)Fe(x,p). 
Combining (3.4) and (1.42), we also deduce 
(5.3) Ee(~: + i(N - l)lif3,p) = iN-l exp(- 27r:)B1(N) (ish,Bp), 
l = O, ... ,N. 
Moreover, the function 
(5.4) E(s,t) = Ee(s/v,t/,B) 
is of the form (2.1), with a= li,Bv, M1 , M2 = N, and akl = ci~). Then we have 
a = 1 in (2.4) and (2.5), so E(s, t) satisfies the assumptions (2.6) and (2.7) 
with a= 1. Moreover, the self-duality relation (3.11) holds true. 
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Proceeding as before, we calculate the c-functions 
N 
(5.5) C1 (s) = c2(s) = IJ (-2i)ch(s + ika), 
k=l 
yielding weight functions 
(5.6) 
Therefore, the function 
(5.7) F(s,t) = Fe(s/11,t//3}, 
with Fe given by (1.33), is of the form (2.17). Imposing the a-restriction (4.12) 
until further notice, the weight functions have simple and non-real poles. Then 
we may and will choose 
(5.8) ( ) irr p~ = 2 + ika, k = 1, ... , N, j = 1, 2. 
We are now in the position to invoke Theorem 2.1. From (5.3) we see that 
the parity assumption (2.33) holds true fork= 1, ... ,N, with ak = (-)N-k. 
Hence we deduce R2 = 0 and isometry of :F. By virtue of self-duality, we also 
have R1 = 0, and so :F maps onto 7-£1. 
Identifying 7-£1 and 1-£2 with 
(5.9) 
we may view :;: as a unitary operator on 7-l. The kernel function F(y, y') is 
symmetric (by self-duality), and so (2.26) with a= 1 entails 
(5.10) (:F±<P)(y) = (8rra)- 1/ 2 I: [F(y,y') ± F(y',y)]<P(y')dy', <PE 1l±· 
We are now prepared for the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. For all a E (0, 7r /2N) the operator :F on 1l is unitary. 
Its restrictions to the even and odd subspaces 1l0 , 8 = +, -, satisfy 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
'('" - p(+) - p(+) 
.r+ - + - , 
Here, Pio) and P~o) are complementary orthogonal projections on 1lo that are 
strongly continuous in a for a E (0, 7r /2N), 8 = +, -. 
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Proof. \Ve already proved unitarity. From (5.10) we deduce that :F+ 
(:F_) is a unitary self-adjoint (skew-adjoint) operator on 1i+ (1L). Hence the 
remaining assertions readily follow, cf. also the proof of Theorem 3.1. D 
Fixing a E (0, rr /2N), it follows from the above that the operator 
(5.13) 2 2 :Fe : L (R., dp) -+ L (R., dx), 
rj>(p) r-+ (2rrfi)- 1! 21: F,(v, 3; x,p)</J(p)dp 
is an isometric isomorphism. It pulls back the multiplication by 2sh(/3p) and 
2ch(rrp/nv) to self-adjoint operators He and Ae on L 2 (JR, dx), whose actions 
are given by the A.6.0s (1.15) and (1.18), resp. 
In the present case the wave and scattering operators associated to the 
commuting unitary time evolutions exp( -iT He) and exp( -iT Ae) are no longer 
equal. For the latter evolution Theorem 2.3 applies verbatim, yielding the S-
matrix 
S· ( ) = IJN ch(/31PI + if.rn) 
2 p ch(81PI - ika)' 
k=I 
(5.14) 
cf. (2.54) and (5.5). But for the former we need the modification of Theorem 2.3 
detailed at the end of Appendix A, cf. (A.49)-(A.52). In particular, the S-
matrix corresponding to exp(-iT He) reads 
( 5.15) S ( ) = IT ch(/3p + ika) 
2 p ,,= 1 ch(f3p - ika)' 
cf. (A.52). 
As before, our last topic in this section concerns the operator :F for a E 
[ rr /2N, :JO). using once more the variables s and t, and following our account in 
the two previous sections. Thus we first consider 
(5.16) E(s, t) = -iei.st/a(eia[es+t + e-s-t] + e-ia[es-t + e-s+t]). 
As the analogs of (4.30)-(4.32) we then get 
(5.17) { 4(-) 11eist/ashs sht, a= (n + 1/2)rr E(s,t)= 1 . I ' 4i( - r+ e"'1 achs cht, a = nrr, 
(5.18) wi(s) = { 1/4sh2 s, w2 (t) = { 1/4sh2t, a= (n + l/2)rr, 
l/4ch2s, 1/4ch2t, a=nrr, 
(5.19) F(s, t) = { (-)neist/asign(s)sign(t), a= (n + 1/2)rr, (- )n+lie•st/a, a= n7r, 
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yielding the same consequences as in the previous cases. 
Requiring next ( 4.33), the formulas ( 4.34 )-( 4.36) apply unchanged to the 
present case. Thus the conclusion below (4.36) holds true for He (1.15) as well. 
For N > 1 the reduction behavior is again the same as in the repulsive 
case, so it remains to consider R 2 for a> 7r /2N with (3.5) in effect. 
The relevant zeros of c1 (-z) are given by ( 4.37), but now this leads to 
( 5.20) 
Therefore, instead of (4.39) we obtain, using (4.16), 
. N nk-1/2 
(5.21) R2 = ~ L rk L 1t~1(t) ® f~~)(t), 
k=l l=-nk+l/2 
(5.22) Jifl (t) = exp(l1Ttja)if;~~k(t). 
Even so, it is obvious that (5.21) leads to the same conclusions as in the at-
tractive case. In particular, (4.41) holds true. 
Appendix A. Proofs of Theorems 2.1-2.3 
This appendix contains the proofs of the three theorems in Section 2, and 
a few observations on how Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 can be extended to a quite 
general class of operators (containing the A6.0s ( 1.13)-( 1.15) in the pertinent 
special cases). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We may write 
(A.1) 1 1= Joo JR (:Fcp,:F1/J) 1 = - lim dt dt' K(t, t') dsfu'(s), 21Ta R-+oc -oc -x -R 
where we have introduced 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
K(t, t') = ~(t)ij,1(t')w2 (t) 1 1 2w2 (t') 1 1 2 , 
ft.i'(s) = w1 (s)E(s, -t)E(s, t'). 
(To verify this, one need only invoke (2.7) and Fubini's theorem.) Now we 
choose R large enough so that the poles of w1 (s) with Ims E (0, 7r) are inside 
the rectangular contour r connecting -R, R, R + i1T, -R + i1T and -R. Then 
Cauchy's theorem yields 
(A.4) fr dsft,t'(s) = 21TiR(t, t'), 
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where the residue sum is given by (2.27). 
Next, we observe that ft. 11(s) (A.3) equals the product of an irr-periodic 
function and the plane wave expis(t' - t)/a, cf. (2.1) and (2.2). Thus we can 
rewrite (A.4) as 
(A.5) JR dsft.t'(s) = [l - e"(t-t'l/at 1[27ri'R(t, t1) - !3n(t, t')] 
-R 
where 
(A.6) (J R+irr 1-R ) Bn(t, t') = + . ft.t'(s)ds. 
R -R+rn 
We now takes -+ s + i7r /2 in the integrals on the rhs of (A.6), and then s -+ -s 
in the second one. Since w1 (s) is i7r-periodic and even, this yields 
(A.7) BR(t,t')= 1~:~~~2 dsw 1 (s+ i;) [E (s+ i;,-t) E (s+ i;,t') 
-E (-s + i;, -t) E ( -s + i;, t')] . 
We proceed by introducing the auxiliary function 
(A.8) A(s,t,t') := P(ie8 ,e-1 )P(ie8 ,e11 ). 
Using (2.6) and i7r-periodicity of A ins, we may rewrite BR as 
JR+;rr/2 (A.9) BR(t, t') = dsw 1(s + i7r/2)e"(t-t')/ 2a 
R-irr/2 
[ eis(t' -t)/a A( s, t, t') - eis(t-t')/a A( s, -t, -t') ]. 
Now from (2.16) we have 
(A.10) 
(A.11) 
t1.11(s + i7r/2) = e- 2Mis + r(s), 
r(s) = O(exp(-(21\11 +2)Res)), Res-+ oo, 
where the bound is uniform for Im s ER Also, from (2.13) we readily obtain 
(A.12) 
(A.13) 
A(s, t, t') = exp(2M1s)c2 (-t)c2 (t') + p(s, t, t'), 
p(s, t, t') = O(exp((2M1 - 2)Res)), Res-+ oo, 
where the bound is uniform for Im s, t and t' varying over compact subsets of 
R 
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To exploit the above asymptotics, we expand (A.9) as follows: 
1R+i11"/2 4 (A.14) BR(t, t') = e11"(t-t')/2a ds L b1(s, t, t'), 
R-iTr /2 j=l 
(A.15) b1 = -i sin( s(t - t')/ a )[c2( -t)c2( t') + c2( t )c2( -t')], 
(A.16) b2 = -i sin(s(t - t')/a)p+(s, t, t'), 
(A.17) b3 =cos( s(t - t') / a)[c2( -t)c2 (t') - c2 (t)c2 ( -t')], 
(A.18) b4 = cos(s(t - t')/ a)p_(s, t, t'), 
(A.19) ps(s, t, t') = [exp(-2l\l1s) + r(s)][p(s, t, t') + 6p(s, -t, -t')] 
+r( s) exp(21\fi s) [c2 ( -t )c2 ( t') + <5c2( t )c2( -t' )], <5 = +, -. 
Each of the terms in the sum on the rhs of (A.14) is a C 00-function oft and t' 
that vanishes for t = t'. Thus the integrals 
(A.20) Ij(R) = -- dt dt' K(t, t')err(t-t')/2a 1 !x !oc 
2Jra -x -x 1R+iTr/2 ·[l-e71"(t-t')/ai-l dsbJ(s,t,t'), j=l, ... ,4, 
R-irr /2 






lim IJ(R) = 0, j = 2, 3, 4. 
R-+x 
In order to prove (A.21), we use (A.20) and (A.15) to calculate 
(A.23) 
1 ;·x !x sinR(t-t')/a Ii (R) = 27f _ 00 dt -x dt' K(t, t') t _ t' [c2(-t)c2(t') + c2(t)c2(-t')]. 
Recalling the well-known tempered distribution limit 
(A.24) sin ex lim -- = 7r<5(x), 
e-+x X 
and using also (2.14), we now deduce (A.21). (Observe that K(t, t') (A.2) is a 
C0 -function.) 
We continue by studying I2 (R). The integral is proportional to 
(A.25) 
!oc !00 t - t' 1R+irr/2 sin(s(t - t')/a) dt dt'K(t,t') h( (t-t')/2 ) . · ds t-t' P+(s,t,t'). 
-x -x S 7f a R-irr/2 
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The integrand of the s-integral can be estimated by using 
(A.26) 
(A.27) 
lsins(t- t')/al =~Ifs d ix(t-t')/al < j I lt-t'lllmsl/a ( _ ')/ 2 xe _ s e , t t a -s 
P+(s, t, t') == O(exp(-2Re s)), Res -t oo, 
where the latter bound is uniform for Im s, t and t' in compacts, cf. (A.19), 
(A.11) and (A.13). Hence we easily deduce (A.22) for j == 2. 
Consider next h(R). This integral is proportional to ( ) f 00 f.x , ( ')cosR(t-t')/a[ ( ) (') () ( ')] A.28 -00 dt -oc dt K t, t t - t' C2 -t C2 t - C2 t C2 -t . 
Thus its integrand equals cos(R(t - t')/a) times a function in C0 (.JR2 ). Its 
R -too limit then vanishes by virtue of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. 
Finally, we take j == 4 in (A.20), obtaining an integral proportional to 
(A.29) 
f oe foe I I t- t' 1R+iTr/2 I p_(s, t, t') dt dt K(t, t) h( ( ')/2 ) dscos(s(t - t )/a) , . 
-oo -oc s 7r t - t a R-iTr/2 t - t 
Now P- vanishes fort== t', so we have 
(A.30) lp_(s,t,t')I I 1 t ;'.:) ( )I t _ t' == t _ t' lt dxv3p_ s, t, x 
:::; max j83p-(s, t, t + 8(t' - t))I. (t.t' ,ll)EsuppK x [0.1] 
Recalling the definitions (A.12) and (A.8), one readily checks that the bound 
( A.13) also holds for the t'-partial of p( s, t, t'), uniformly for Im s, t, t' in com-
pacts. Thus the rhs of (A.30) is O(exp(-2Res)) for Res-too, uniformly for 
Im s in compacts. Clearly, this entails that (A.29) has limit 0 for R -t oo, 
completing the proof of Theorem 2.1. D 




(A1:Fef>,:F1/;)i = (.FM2ef;,.F1/;)i == (M2ef;,1/;)z + (M2c:P,R21/;)z, 
(:Fc:j;, Ai:F1/;)i == (J=ef>,:F M21/;)i == (</J, M21/;)z + (c:j;, R2M21/;)2. 
Now assume first R2 == 0. Then we read off from (A.31) and (A.32) that A1 is 
symmetric on Pi. Since C2 is a core for the self-adjoint multiplication operator 
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M2 (by virtue of Nelson's analytic vector theorem, cf. (49]), and since :Fis an 
isometry when R2 = 0, we deduce that Ai is e.s.a. on 'P1. 
It remains to show that Ai is not symmetric when R2 -:f. 0. In view of 
(A.31) and (A.32), this will follow once we prove 
(A.33) 
for suitable vectors r/>, '!/; E C2 • To demonstrate the existence of such pairs, we 
assume that the two inner products are equal for all ef>, '!/; E C2 and derive a 
contradiction. 
Indeed, we have C2 = (M2 ± i)(C2 ), so the assumption just made entails 
(A.34) 
for all x, 'T} E C2. Therefore, the bounded normal operator (M 2 - i)- 1 and 
the bounded self-adjoint operator R2 commute. Hence (M 2 - i)-1 leaves the 
£-dimensional range R 2 invariant. As a consequence, (M 2 - i)-1 has L eigen-
vectors. Since the normal operator (M 2 -i)- 1 has solely continuous spectrum, 
we deduce L = 0, contradicting R2 f:. 0. 0 
With an eye on the concrete special cases studied in Sections 3-5 we add 
a comment on Theorem 2.2 and the proof just given. Let us reconsider the 
intertwining relation (2.42), which we used to define a Hilbert space operator 
A1 by starting from a specific self-adjoint multiplication operator M2· When 
we now reinterpret M 2 as multiplication by an arbitrary real-valued smooth 
function m(t), then we can still use (2.42) to define an operator A1 on 'P1, 
provided the kernel assumption in Theorem 2.2 is met when R2 # 0. (Of course, 
the action of this pull-back operator will not generally be equal to that of an 
A6.0.) The point we wish to make here is that Theorem 2.2 applies unchanged 
to this more general operator A 1 , provided M 2 has purely continuous spectrum. 
(For instance, it suffices that m 1 (t) vanishes only on a discrete set.) Indeed, the 
above proof holds true verbatim. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. It suffices to prove 
(A.35) 
where the operators W± are defined by (2.53), and where </; belongs to the 
dense subspace C2 defined below (2.20). (Indeed, the operators involved are 
isometric.) To this end we begin by noting that we have 
(A.36) 
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by virtue of (2.42). From the above definitions we then obtain 
(A.37) 
F±(T)2 = - 1- f'xo ds IJ00 dt<jJ(t) exp(i[st/a - 2Tch(1T"t/a)])D±(s, t) 12 , 
27T"a J _oo -x 
with difference functions given by 
(A.38) 
D± ( s, t) = 1 - w1 (s )1! 2 P(e8 , et)w2(t) 1120" ±(t)[c2( !tl)/ c2( -It!) J'f 1/2sign( c2 (0)). 
Using the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, one readily checks that for s fixed 
the t-integral converges to 0 for T -+ ±oo. To exploit this, we split up the 
s-integration region in three subsets, viz., s E [-1,1],±s E (1,oo). A rou-
tine application of the dominated convergence theorem then shows that the 
s-integral over (-1, 1] converges to 0 for T-+ ±oo. 
Consider now the s-integral over (1, oo). We have 
(A.39) 
where the remainder satisfies 
(A.40) 
uniformly fort in compacts. (Recall (2.1), (2.13) and (2.16) to see this.) Sub-
stituting (A.39) in (A.38), we split up the t-integrand by writing D±(s, t) as 
the sum of the leading s -+ oo asymptotics 
(A.41) 
and a remainder involving R(+l(s, t). The uniform bound (A.40) can then be 
used to dominate the pointwise convergence to 0 of the s-integrand for the 
remainder function. 
We are therefore left with estimating 
(A.42) 
where we have introduced 
(A.43) 4.>(s, t) = [s - 21T"Tsh(1T"t/a)t 18t exp(i(st/a - 2Tch(1T"t/a))). 
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The crux is now that the above phase conventions and the definition (2.50) 
of a±(t) ensure that L~+l(t) vanishes fort > 0 and L~+)(t) fort < O. On 
the remaining t-interval the function in square brackets in (A.43) (with s > 1) 
does not vanish for T > 0 and T < 0, resp. Hence we can integrate by parts 
and estimate in the obvious way to deduce that (A.42) converges to O for 
T -+ 800, 8 = +, -. 
Finally, we can handle the s-integral over (-oo, -1) in substantially the 





w1 (s) 1l 2 P(e8 , et)= ac2(-t) +RH (s, t), 
R(-l(s,t) =0(e28 ), s-+ -oo. 
the function L~-)(t) vanishes fort < 0 and L~-)(t) fort> 0. Therefore the 
proof of (A.35) is complete. D 
We conclude this appendix with some remarks concerning generalizations 
of Theorem 2.3, cf. also the comment made after the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
First, when we generalize the operator M2 to the operator M 2 (.A) of multipli-
cation by 2ch(>.t), >. > 0, then Theorem 2.3 and its proof can be adapted in an 
obvious way to the pull-back operator A 1 (>.) defined on P1 by 
(A.47) 
(As is detailed in Sections 3 and 4, for the repulsive and attractive transforms 
the action of A1 (1) equals that of Hr and Ha, resp.) More generally, whenever 
the multiplier function m(t) is real-valued, smooth, and satisfies 
(A.48) m'(t) > 0, t > 0, m'(t) < 0, t < 0, 
the above proof applies with obvious changes. Therefore, all of these dynamics 
lead to the same wave maps W± (2.53) and S-operator S2 (2.54). 
Consider now the operators M2 (>.) of multiplication by 2sh(.At), .A> 0, and 
their pull-backs A1 (>.) under :F. (The Hamiltonian He corresponds to A1(l), 
cf. Section 5.) Inspecting the above proof, one sees that it breaks down. Indeed, 
the function <l>(s, t) (A.43) is replaced by 
(A.49) ~(s, t) = [s - 2a>.Tch(>.t)]- 18t exp(i(st/a - 2Tsh(>.t))). 
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Hence the square-bracket function has different vanishing characteristics for 
t < 0. 
In point of fact, it is not hard to see that the wave maps are different for the 
latter class of dynamics, so that the above proof must break down. Specifically, 
they are now given by 
(A.50) 
(A.51) 
yielding an S-operator 
(A.52) 
iir+ = F[c2 (t) / c2( -t)i-112sign( c2(0) ), 
lL = Fcr[c2 ( t) / c2( -t)] 112sign( c2(0) ), 
s = vir• iir = c2(t) 
2 
- + - CT C2 ( -t)" 
To check this, one need only retrace the steps of the above proof. Then one 
concludes that the leading s -+ oo asymptotics L ~+ l ( t) vanishes both for t > 0 
and fort < O; similarly, i~\t) vanishes identically; since the square-bracket 
function in (A.49) neither vanishes for s > 1, T < 0, t E JR. nor for s < -1, T > 
0, t E JR., it supplies the necessary domination for the remaining cases. 
Once more, the S-matrix S2 (A.52) can be physically understood from the 
asymptotics (2.55) of the generalized eigenfunction F(s, t): A particle whose 
time evolution is governed by Ai(.\) moves from left to right not only fort> 0 
(just as for Ai (.\)-evolution), but also fort < 0 (in contrast to Ai (.\)-evolution.) 
Therefore, the phase change (A.52) is the same as the phase change (2.54) for 
t > 0, whereas it is the opposite fort < 0. 
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